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Abstract

In the minimal standard model it is possible to gauge any one of the following global symmetries in an anomaly fr
(i) Le − Lµ, (ii) Le − Lτ or (iii) Lµ − Lτ . If the gauge boson corresponding to (i) or (ii) is (nearly) massless then it will s
up as a long range composition dependent fifth force between macroscopic objects. Such a force will also influence
oscillations due to its flavour-dependence. We show that the latter effect is quite significant in spite of very strong co
on the relevant gauge couplings from the fifth force experiments. In particular, theLe − Lµ,τ potential of the electrons in th
Sun and the Earth is shown to suppress the atmospheric neutrinoνµ → ντ oscillations which have been observed at Sup
Kamiokande. The Super-K data of oscillation of multi-GeV atmospheric neutrinos can be used to put an upper b
couplingαeτ < 6.4× 10−52 andαeµ < 5.5× 10−52 at 90% CL when the range of the force is the Earth–Sun distance. T
an improvement by two orders on the earlier fifth force bounds in this range.
 2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.Open access under CC BY license.
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The standard model is invariant under four glo
symmetries corresponding to the baryon number
lepton numbersLα of the three families (α = e,µ, τ )
of leptons. None of these symmetry by themsel
can be gauge symmetries but there exists three c
binations each of which can be gauged in an anom
free way along with the standardSU(2)×U(1) group.
These correspond [1] to (i)Le − Lµ, (ii) Le − Lτ or
(iii) Lµ −Lτ . Recent experimental indications of ne
trino oscillations lead us to conclude that none of th
three symmetries can be an exact symmetry of na
since exact conservation of the corresponding cha
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prevent mixing of different neutrino species and he
oscillations among them contrary to strong indicatio
from the solar, KamLand and atmospheric neutr
experiments. Hence these symmetries must be
ken in nature. The phenomenological consequence
relatively heavy gauge bosons corresponding to th
symmetries have been discussed in [1,2]. Here we
centrate on an alternative possibility correspondin
very light gauge bosons with typical masses co
sponding to a range greater than or equal to the Ea
Sun distance. Such a scenario is strongly constra
by the fifth force experiments but it still has interesti
consequences in neutrino physics which we discus

For very light masses, the exchange of anLe −
Lµ,τ gauge boson between electrons will give rise
se.
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a composition dependent long range force betw
macroscopic bodies. A variety of experiments ha
been performed to look for such equivalence princi
violating long range forces [3]. A (Le − Lµ,τ ) gauge
boson exchange between electrons will give rise

a potentialV (r) = g2

4πr
e−rmb where mb, the gauge

boson mass determines the rangeλ, of the force
λ = 1/mb. For composition dependent forces in t
Earth–Sun distance range the most stringent bou
come from lunar laser ranging experiments [4,5] a
from Earth based torsion balance experiments wh
a search is made of a composition dependent fo
on torsion balance which would be in phase wh
the diurnal rotation of the Earth [6]. The Earth a
the Moon have differentZ composition and in the
presence of a solar distanceLe −Lµ,τ potential caused
by the electrons in the Sun, they will have differe
acceleration towards the Sun. From the differen
acceleration of the Earth–Moon system towards
Sun and torsion balance experiments one can
an upper bound ofα(eµ,τ) < 3.3 × 10−50 for a Z

dependent force with the rangeλ � 1013 cm [3].
The basic observation of this Letter is that

spite of very stringent constraints onαeµ,τ , theLe −
Lµ,τ forces can significantly influence the neutri
oscillations. This comes about due to the long ra
nature and the flavour dependence of the poten
generated by the gauge bosons of theLe − Lµ,τ

symmetry through theνµ,τ − e elastic scattering
For example, the electrons inside the Sun genera
potentialVeµ,τ at the Earth surface which is given b

Veµ,τ = αeµ,τ
Ne

Res
= αeµ,τ

YeM�
mn

1

AU

(1)= 3.3× 10−11 eV

(
αeµ,τ

3.3× 10−50

)
,

whereαeµ,τ ≡ g2
µ,τ /4π and gµ,τ is the gauge cou

pling of theLe − Lµ,τ symmetry. The electron frac
tion in the SunYe ∼ (2/3), the solar massM� =
1.12× 1057 GeV, the Earth–Sun distance AU= 1.5×
1013 cm = 7.6 × 1026 GeV−1 and the nucleon mas
mn � 0.939 GeV lead to the numerical value quot
above. The corresponding potential due to electr
in the Earth of an Earth-radius range force is abou
times smaller. This means that the bounds on theαeµ,τ

established for solar-distance forces reduce by a fa
20 for Earth distance forces i.e.,αeµ < 1.1 × 10−50
andαeτ < 1.2×10−50 for λ ∼ 6400 km. The improve
ment in the bound on Earth-radius range fifth force
an improvement on the existing bounds [3] by mo
than five orders of magnitude.

The potential given in Eq. (1) is comparable

greater than the�m2

E
probed in various neutrin

experiments, e.g.,�m2

E
∼ (10−12–10−14) eV in case of

the multi-GeV atmospheric neutrinos. Thus theVeµ,τ

can lead to observable changes in the oscillation
the terrestrial, solar and atmospheric neutrinos. At
very least, these experiments can be used to put m
stringent constraints onαeµ,τ than the existing fifth
force experiments. We illustrate this through a stu
of the atmospheric neutrinos.

The observations of atmospheric neutrinos
Super-Kamiokande have shown that theνe andν̄e pro-
duced by cosmic rays in the atmosphere are largely
affected, whereas theνµ andν̄µ get converted partially
to ντ andν̄τ , respectively [7]. The neutrino paramete
from the Super-K data are�m2

23 = 2.8 × 10−3 eV2

and Sin2 2θ23 = 1 for vacuum oscillations. These p
rameters would get affected in the presence of
potential (1). For a small value ofα(eµ,τ) (< 10−52)

the oscillation probability observed in Super-K can
reproduced by shifting�m2 and Sin2 2θ23. With in-
crease inαeµ,τ the allowed parameter space becom
smaller and finally at someαeµ,τ no values of the
parameters�23, Sin2 2θ13 can fit the Super-K multi-
GeV muon neutrino event data [8]. This way we o
tain a 90% CL upper bound ofαeµ < 5.5× 10−52 and
αeτ < 6.4 × 10−52 on the couplings of the possib
Le − Lµ andLe − Lτ gauge forces, respectively.

Le − Lτ gauge symmetry Theνµ − ντ oscillations
are governed by the evolution equation

i
d

dt

(
νµ

ντ

)

=

−�m2

23
4Eν

Cos2θ23
�m2

23
4Eν

Sin2θ23

�m2
23

4Eν
Sin 2θ23

�m2
23

4Eν
Cos 2θ23 − Veτ




(2)×
(

νµ

ντ

)
,

where the potentialVeτ is due to exchange ofLe −
Lτ gauge boson. For anti-neutrinos the poten
in (2) will appear with a negative sign. The surviv
probability of the atmospheric muon neutrinos can
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(3)Pµµ = 1− Sin2 2θ̃23Sin2 �m̃2
23L

4Eν

,

where the effective mixing anglẽθ23 and mass square
difference �m̃2

23 are given in terms of the corre
sponding vacuum quantities appearing in the Ham
tonian (2) by the relations

(4)

�m̃2
23 = �m2

23

(
(ξeτ − Cos 2θ23)

2 + Sin2 2θ23
)1/2

and

(5)Sin2 2θ̃23 = Sin2 2θ23

(ξeτ − Cos2θ23)2 + Sin2 2θ23
,

where the strength of the potential is characterized
the parameter

(6)ξeτ ≡ 2Veτ Eν

�m2

with Veτ given as in Eq. (1). Thēνµ survival proba-
bility is obtained from theνµ survival probability by
replacingξ → −ξ in the expressions (4) and (5).

Note that there is a possibility of the resonant
hancement of the atmospheric neutrino mixing an
due to the MSW effect generated byVeτ . This de-
pends on the sign ofξeτ and could occur either for neu
trino or anti-neutrino. Since the atmospheric flux co
tains comparable fractions of both, this effect wou
get washed out and one still needs large mixing an
to explain the atmospheric data as our detailed an
sis presented below shows.

In Super-Kamiokande the neutrino flavor is iden
fied by the charged current interactionνl +N → N ′ +
l + X (l = e,µ). The outgoing muon or electron
identified by its characteristic Cerenkov cone. We
multi-GeV and partially contained mu-like events da
for 3 years of operation [8]. The ratio of the observ
mu-like events to the corresponding Monte Carlo d
[8] in the multi-GeV range (Eν ∼ 1–100 GeV) is
shown as a function of the zenith-angle in Fig. 1. T
cosine of the zenith angle, Cosθz is related to the neu
trino flight path-lengthL in (3) as

(7)L = (
(Re + h)2 − R2

e Sin2 θz

)1/2 − Re Cosθz,

whereRe = 6374 km is the mean radius of the Ea
andh � 15 km is the average height in the atmosph
where the neutrinos are produced.
Fig. 1. Observed mu-like events/MC in the multi-GeV energy. T
solid line is a fit withαeµ = 0, �m2

23 = 3.9× 10−3, Sin2 2θ23 = 1.

The dashed curve is forαeµ = 5.5 × 10−52 with the same values
for �m2

23 and Sin2 2θ23.

The multi-GeV data are presented as bins in ene
and cosine of the zenith angle. We average over
energy bins in our analysis. The theoretical predict
for the mu-like events/Monte Carlo can then be writ
as

(8)
(µ-like)

MC
(Cosθz) =

∫
dEν (PµµΦµ + rPµ̄µ̄Φµ̄)∫

dEν (Φµ + rΦµ̄)
,

where Pµµ and Pµ̄µ̄ are the survival probabilitie
andΦµ(Eν, Cosθz) andΦµ̄(Eν, Cosθz) are fluxes of
the atmosphericνµ and ν̄µ, respectively. We use th
Fluka-3D flux given in [9] in our analysis. In (8)r
is the ratio of the cross sectionsσν̄N /σνN which is
∼ 0.5 [10]. In writing Eq. (8), we have neglected sm
energy dependent of the relevant charged current c
section given in [10].

We calculate the chi-square for the 10 zenith an
bins with Cosθz = (−0.9–0.9) as a function of the
parameters�m2

23, Sin2 2θ23 for different values of
αeτ . For αeτ = 0, we find that the minimum chi
square is 4.82 and corresponds to the best fit valu
�m2

23 = 3.9 × 10−3 eV2, Sin2 2θ23 = 1. In Fig. 2
we show the 90% CL allowed region when the lon
range force is taken to be zero (solid line). We incre
αeτ in small steps and observe that theχ2

min increases
from the α = 0 value, and the allowed parame
space of�m2

23, Sin2 2θ23 shrinks as shown in Fig. 2
We find that whenαeτ = 6.4 × 10−52 there is no
allowed parameter space which is consistent with
Super-K observations of muon-neutrino events in
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Fig. 2. Le − Lτ gauge symmetry: allowed values of�m2
23 and

Sin2 2θ23 at 90% CL withαeτ = 0 (solid curve),αeτ = 4 × 10−52

(dashed curve) andαeτ = 5 × 10−52 (dotted curve). For
αeτ = 6.4 × 10−52 there is no allowed parameter space of�m2

23
and Sin2 2θ23 which is consistent with the Super-K atmosphe
neutrino data.

multi-GeV energy range. From this we derive t
upper bound onαeτ < 6.4× 10−52 at 90% CL.

Le −Lµ gauge symmetry Theνµ → ντ oscillations
are governed by the following evolution equati
when the long range potential arise from the excha
of theLe − Lµ gauge bosons.

i
d

dt

(
νµ

ντ

)

=

−�m2

23
4Eν

Cos 2θ23 − Veµ
�m2

23
4Eν

Sin2θ23

�m2
23

4Eν
Sin2θ23

�m2
23

4Eν
Cos 2θ23




(9)×
(

νµ

ντ

)
.

The expression for theνµ and the ν̄µ survival
probabilities are identical to (3)–(5) withVeτ replaced
with −Veµ. Therefore, the survival probabilities o
νµ and ν̄µ in case of theLe − Lτ and theLe − Lµ

symmetry satisfy the following relations:

(10)

Pµµ(Veτ ) = Pµ̄µ̄(−Veτ ) = Pµµ(−Veµ) = Pµ̄µ̄(Veµ).
Fig. 3. Le − Lµ gauge symmetry: allowed values of�m2
23 and

Sin2 2θ23 at 90% CL withαeτ = 0 (solid curve),αeµ = 4× 10−52

(dashed curve) andαeµ = 5 × 10−52 (dotted curve). For
αeµ = 5.5 × 10−52 there is no allowed parameter space of�m2

23
and Sin2 2θ23 which is consistent with the Super-K atmosphe
neutrino data.

Using the same procedure as discussed abov
find that in case of theLe − Lτ symmetry, the uppe
bound on the coupling constant isαeµ < 5.5 × 10−52

(Fig. 3).
We have concentrated here on theνµ − ντ oscil-

lations andµ-like events at Super-K. In general, th
νe − νµ oscillations would also get affected by th
presence of the additional potentials considered h
When theνe − νµ oscillations are governed by the s
lar scale, the survival probability of the atmosphe
electron neutrinos is nearly one. Addition of pote
tial tend to only suppress theνe − νµ oscillations
and one would not get any bound from the study
the electron-like events at Super-K. There would e
some limited ranges of parameters where these o
lations would be resonantly enhanced due to the c
tribution fromVeµ,τ . Such parameter space would a
way be ruled out from the non-observations of the
mospheric electron neutrinos.

While we concentrated on the atmospheric neu
nos, �m2

12/2E in case of the solar neutrinos is n
significantly larger than the value of the potential
Eq. (1) and the parameterξ in Eq. (6) can becom
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comparable to cos 2θsolarfor the upper bound onαeµ,τ

found here. This would effect the effective solar m
ing angle both inside the Sun and at the Earth. T
the Le,µ,τ would be expected to produce observa
effects on the solar neutrino oscillations also.

Let us now give a possible example of the theor
cal generation of the oscillation parameters in the p
ence of theLe −Lµ,τ symmetry. We choose a specifi
case of theLe −Lτ symmetry. Without specifying un
derlying mechanism, we assume that neutrino ma
are generated by effective five-dimensional opera
constructed from the standard model fields and an
ditional Higgs doubletφ′ having theLe − Lτ charge
−1. The gauge invariance of the model implies the f
lowing structure:

−Lm = 1

2

φT τ2τaφ

M

× [
β13
(
lTe Cτ2τalτ

)+ β22
(
lTµ Cτ2τalµ

)]

(11)

+ 1

2

[
φT τ2τaφ′

M
β12
(
lTe Cτ2τalµ

)
+ φ

′T τ2τaφ′

M
β11
(
lTe Cτ2τale

)]
,

whereM is a high scale associated with the phys
generating the above operators, e.g., scale of
right handed neutrinos in the seesaw model. We h
suppressed Lorentz indices in writing above equat
C refers to the usual charge conjugate matrix,l to
the leptonic doublet andτ2, τa (a = 1, 2, 3) act in the
SU(2) space.

Eq. (11) generates the following neutrino ma
matrix

(12)Mν =
(

m11 m12 m13
m12 m22 0
m13 0 0

)
.

The mij are proportional toβij and can be rea
off from Eq. (11). In the exact symmetry limit corre
sponding to〈φ′〉 = 0 the above mass matrix describ
a Dirac neutrino with massm13 and a Majorana neu
trino with massm22. These remain unmixed and the
are no neutrino oscillations. A non-zero〈φ′〉 leads to
the required mixing and mass splitting. If paramet
β and relevant vacuum expectation values (vevs
Eq. (11) are chosen to give a hierarchym11 � m22 �
m12 ∼ m13 then the above mass matrix displays
approximateLe − Lµ − Lτ symmetry. This symme
try is known [11] to lead to the successful explanat
of the atmospheric neutrino problem. The presenc
m11,m22 breaks this symmetry and generates the s
ting required to explain the solar neutrino oscillatio

It is interesting to note that although we need v
light gauge bosonZτ with typical massMZτ � 4.8×
10−22 MeV corresponding to the radius of the Ear
we do not need to fine tune the symmetry break
vev 〈φ′〉 to such an extent. This follows sinceMZτ ∼
gτ 〈φ′〉 and sincegτ < 8.9 × 10−26, a value of〈φ′〉
in few GeV range would still keepMZτ very light.

Likewise, theZ − Zτ mixing θZ−Zτ ∼ gτ 〈φ′〉
g〈φ〉 also

remains very small and does not lead to observa
effects such as shift in theZ mass.

There is a possibility that the electrons in the S
can be screened by cosmic anti-neutrinos which m
have somehow been trapped in the Sun. It can
shown that [12] that this possibility is ruled out due
neutrino Fermi blocking as follows. The leptonic p
tential in a matter with constant electron densityne at a
radiusR from the center isU = αL(4π/3)neR

2. Anti-
neutrinos trapped in this potential execute a harmo
oscillation with frequencyω = (αL8πne/3mν)1/2. In
a state with quantum numberκ , the amplitude of the
oscillation is〈R2

κ 〉 = κ/(mνω) = κ(3/8παLmνne)1/2.
If all the levels up-toκ are occupied then the tot
number of trapped degenerate neutrinos isNν = κ3/6.
For the electrons to be completely screened this n
ber must equal the electron number which will occ
at the radiusReq = κ/(8πne)1/3. EquatingReq with
Rκ to eliminateκ we find that the expression for th
radius at which neutrinos completely screen the e
trons is given by

(13)Req=
(

3

αLmν

)1/2( 1

8πne

)1/6

.

Takingne ∼ 1026 cm−3 as the electron density in th
Sun andmν < 1 eV, we find that the screening leng
is Req > 6.8/(1052αL)1/2 pc, which far exceeds th
radius of the Sun. Therefore even if there existe
mechanism for trapping a large anti-neutrino den
in the Sun, Fermi statistics of the neutrinos preven
screening of the electrons unless the matter has a
of a few parsecs.

Anti-neutrinos outside the Sun can also contrib
to screening the long range potential. The poss
density of galactic neutrinos is limited by Fermi stat
tics to benν ∼ p3

max ∼ m3
νv3

esc. The Debye screenin
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length is given by [13]λD = (4παLm2
νvesc)

−1/2. Tak-
ing mν < 1 eV and vesc∼ 220 km/s we find thatλD >

6.7/(1052αL)1/2 mpc which far exceeds the Earth
Sun distance. We conclude therefore that the scree
leptonic force due to solar electrons by cosmic a
neutrinos is negligible.

We conclude that the atmospheric neutrino obs
vations at Super-Kamiokande enable us to put bou
on long range equivalence principle violating forc
which are two orders of magnitude more stringent th
the corresponding bounds from the classic fifth fo
experiments.
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